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Introduction
The Japanese cloud computing market segment is experiencing
rapid development, and global cloud services providers (CSPs)
are becoming an essential part of the wider I.T. community of the
country. As the COVID-19 pandemic accelerates the adoption of
cloud-based solutions by the private and public sectors, many
Japanese organizations have been leveraging cloud technologies
to adapt to an increased volume of employees working from
home. Moreover, the Cloud also contributed to the adoption of
online education and healthcare services delivery in Japan and has
helped ease the burden of increased traffic on in-house back-end
I.T. processes due to remote working, video conferencing, and
collaboration services.
Also, the energy efficiency of cloud data centers can play a crucial
role in reducing Japan's carbon footprint to achieve the Japanese
government's goal of net-zero carbon emissions by 2050. Having
recognized the benefits that cloud technologies can provide to
the country and their positive effect on encouraging innovation
and fostering non-conventional business models, the Japanese
government has been launching numerous initiatives to promote
the Cloud as part of the broader plans to further digitalize the
country.1 As a result of these initiatives, Japan has maintained
high positions in global rankings for cloud-favorable jurisdictions2
and attracted significant investments by global CSPs. To maintain
its name as a country fostering the growth of the cloud market
segment, Japan needs to address certain issues that will be further
explored in the next chapters.
The benefits of the Cloud to the Japanese economy have been
highlighted in a recent study by the Nomura Research Institute,3
which found that cloud adoption was positively correlated with the
growth in per capita GDP in Japanese prefectures with broader
cloud adoption by private sector actors. Cloud technologies have
been a driving force for start-up businesses and a catalyst for
change within established enterprises. Cloud computing enables
companies to be more efficient, streamlined, agile,4 and connected,

enabling cost and resources savings that are crucial to address the
challenges posed by Japan's shrinking population. It also allows
I.T. departments to develop more innovative and effective tools
by leveraging the built-in automation solutions provided by most
CSPs. Cloud adoption has played a crucial role in strengthening
public digital infrastructure, data storage, and analysis capacity
of regional and national governments alike in the public
sector. Moreover, the new jobs created as part of the digital
cloud ecosystem have been a catalyst for a surge in IT-related
employment5 and fostered the development of I.T. talents and
the digital workforce in Japan.
To expand the cloud market segment's positive contribution to
the Japanese economy, Japanese customers should access the
broadest range of solutions possible from various providers. This
variety will provide Japanese businesses with the instruments and
knowledge to tailor cloud solutions to their particular business
needs and make informed decisions on the implementation
of Cloud on a sound due diligence and best practices basis.
Moreover, to preserve its status as a recognized destination for the
development of cloud services, Japan should maintain its openness
to a wide range of cloud market segment players while keeping an
eye on data privacy and security topics. This could allow Japan to
become a critical hub for cloud services within the APAC region,
positively impacting the economy and the wider public.
This paper investigates the significance of cloud technologies
in Japan and the benefits cloud brings to Japanese society.
To substantiate the narrative set out in this work, Deloitte, in
collaboration with AWS, interviewed a group of incumbent and
well-established Japanese businesses that have largely benefitted
from cloud adoption to discuss best practices that allowed these
institutions to maximize the positive outcomes derived from cloud
adoption and leverage cloud solutions to their maximum potential.

Gartner Forecasts Worldwide Public Cloud End-User Spending to Grow 18% in 2021
https://cloudscorecard.bsa.org/2018/pdf/BSA_2018_Global_Cloud_Scorecard.pdf
3
NRI_Internet and Japan Economy_hi.pdf (innovation-nippon.jp)
4
The wisdom of Clouds: Four compelling reasons to adopt the Cloud (deloitte.com)
5
Top 5 Benefits of Cloud Computing - Salesforce Blog - Salesforce EMEA Blog
1
2
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Chapter 1
Assessing the Japanese cloud services market segment and the advantages Cloud
brings for Japanese businesses and the broader economy
1.1. The benefits of adopting Cloud – a local and global
perspective
Although the Japanese cloud market segment has seen
continued growth over the past decade, the latest results of the
"Communications Usage Trends Survey 2020" by the Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communications in Japan6 highlighted that only
68.7% of the 2,223 companies interviewed stated that they use
cloud technologies on a partial or firm-wide basis. These figures
contrast with cloud adoption achieved in other leading countries
and are lower than the level achieved in the United States in 2012
of 70.6%.7
Encouraging further cloud adoption by both the private and public
sectors in Japan will bring benefits of enhanced productivity and
infrastructure flexibility. It will allow Japan to better tackle issues
related to the looming labor shortage and I.T. literacy and, in turn,
positively impact economic growth and innovation.

Again, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC), in
its 2019 whitepaper on Information and Communications in Japan,
reported how the ICT industry, including the cloud segment, has
been a significant contributor to GDP growth in Japan since the
year 2000, compared to other sectors.8
The positive effect on the economy provided by cloud services
is based on multiple factors that can be broadly grouped into
those related to the improved performance of a business I.T.
infrastructure and better resource allocation for business-critical
tasks. Some of these benefits apply across the board to all CSPs,
while others appear more evident when choosing large-scale
international players within the cloud market segment. In the
paragraphs below, we will discuss some of these benefits and
showcase, in each section, the comments by a group of executives
at both incumbents and established private sector businesses
and institutions as a testimony of the positive impact cloud
technologies can have on the Japanese society and business
community.

Contribution of ICT industry to the overall real GDP growth rate8
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https://www.soumu.go.jp/johotsusintokei/statistics/data/210618_1.pdf
https://www.rieti.go.jp/jp/publications/dp/15j027.pdf
8
https://www.soumu.go.jp/johotsusintokei/whitepaper/ja/r01/pdf/n3100000.pdf
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Fast scalability and low operational costs – enhancing the go-to-market speed of Japanese businesses
Cloud computing allows users to access many resources, analytics
toolkits, creative environments, and data storage without building
and operating their I.T. infrastructure.9 Cloud also allows for rapid
scalability of I.T. infrastructure, enabling businesses of any size
to break the barrier that I.T. scale-up may impose on operational
growth.

The agility and scalability of cloud services
gave us great flexibility and enabled us to
launch our business faster.

Although companies of all sizes can benefit from the scalability
provided by the Cloud, this is particularly true for start-ups. Cloud
services offer a lower entry barrier in terms of the capital needed
to set up I.T. infrastructure. This frees up precious resources from
maintaining I.T. systems and allows start-ups to redirect human
capital and funding towards client/service-critical activities,
enhancing the go-to-market speed of a start-up business.

It’s difficult to predict the future IT resource
requirements as it changes dynamically
according to the variations in our businesses.
The scalability of cloud enables us to quickly
scale service up or down to meet the
changing demand, this prominent feature of
cloud computing is hard to achieve through
on-premise solutions.

Moreover, cloud computing allows businesses to save operational
costs by reducing or eliminating tangible I.T. assets and leveraging
pay-as-you-go billing models. According to Nomura Research
Institute (NRI) 's research, Cloud adoption resulted in a 1.4%
decrease in general and administrative expenses for companies
operating in Japan, resulting in cost efficiencies totaling 19 trillion
yen in 2016.10

Mr. Muneaki Fukuoka, CTO, WHILL

From Japan to the world – enhancing the reach of Japanese businesses by partnering with global CSPs

We have chosen the cloud service provider
which we believe has the best outreach
and proven delivery capabilities overseas.
This allowed us to catch up with global best
practices and the latest industry trends.
Since the space industry is, in its nature,
global and we strive to develop our business
opportunities around the globe, partnering
with a global provider paves the way for
global business scaling.
Mr. Masahiko Uetsuhara,
Vice President and General Manager,
Development Department, iQPS

9

Although scalability benefits apply to businesses that choose both
Japanese domestic or overseas players for their cloud services, it
can be argued that global CSPs can provide better access to global
security standards and access to overseas market practices and
access to a wider pool of certified engineers.
As the structuring of cloud environments often requires the skills
of certified cloud architects, global CSPs have an advantage as
there is greater availability of cloud-certified engineers proficient
in using and integrating global service providers' systems is
compared to home-grown Japanese providers.
Another advantage of global CSPs is their worldwide footprint and
responsiveness, enabling Japanese businesses to reach customers,
vendors, and suppliers globally and reduce the burdens of
localization and compliance with local regulatory requirements
when deploying applications in other markets.
Also, the immediate availability and access to world-class I.T.
infrastructure and resources at a fraction of the cost required
to establish an on-premise infrastructure overseas significantly
lowers market access barriers and can expand the global reach
of Japanese businesses.

SP 800-145, The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing | CSRC
http://innovation-nippon.jp/reports/NRI_Internet%20and%20Japan%20Economy_hi.pdf

10
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Better resource allocation and infrastructure reliability
The scarcity of digital talent in Japan puts pressure on Japanese
companies to find strategies to retain and nurture their I.T. human
capital. Deploying Cloud and de-facto hiring a third party to
manage their I.T. systems takes the pressure off I.T. employees
concerning less desirable tasks, such as backing up servers,
applications, and infrastructure, and allows them to focus on
running business-strategic operations and prioritize revenuegenerating processes.
Freeing up resources dedicated to I.T. maintenance also has the
indirect business impact of driving innovation.11 The Research
Institute of Economic, Trade, and Industry (RIETI) compared
companies' research and development (R&D) intensity ratio
(R&D cost per added value) of 10,044 Japanese companies. They
found that companies that had adopted Cloud almost doubled
the number of resources allocated to R&D, suggesting that cloud
adoption can foster innovation within Japanese companies.12
Moreover, most CSPs deploy multiple solutions that guarantee
uptime ranging between 99.5% and 99.99% reducing disruption
related to the non-availability of I.T. resources compared to onpremise solutions.

World-class training to foster global talent
Global CSPs offer a wide range of training options13 to cloud
practitioners, executives, and I.T. staff to build and validate the
cloud skills organizations need to transform their business and do
more in the Cloud. Moreover, major international CSPs also partner
up in Japan with local governments and business associations
to provide training programs on implementing Cloud for local
businesses.14
By providing training on a wide range of cloud-related topics,
including machine learning, advanced networking, data analytics,
data security, serverless computing, DevOps, and others, global
CSPs promote the growth of the digital workforce in Japan and
provide access to training that is on par with their overseas
counterparts. This availability of training resources also promotes
more flexibility and mobility within Japan's digital workforce and
allows the sourcing of overseas talent accustomed to global
cloud infrastructures to work in Japan.

We migrated our IT infrastructure from
on-premise to the cloud around 2012.
This allows us to focus on business-critical
activities and revenue generation, without
putting too much effort in IT system
maintenance or upgrades.
Compared with on-premise solutions, using
cloud service eases the burdens on IT teams
and simplifies the internal IT operations.
Our IT engineers now have more capacity to
handle both application and infrastructure
development simultaneously.
Mr. Ritsu Ichihashi, CTO, Bengo4.com

Securing data and intellectual property – the advantage
of Cloud
As cyber- incidents become increasingly high profile, cloud
computing can help reduce the risks posed by malicious actors
by building business operations on a highly resilient and secure
base to build business operations. This crucial aspect will be
further examined in the next chapter as contracting best practices
need to be understood by cloud users wishing to leverage the
cybersecurity potential of cloud services.

https://www.rieti.go.jp/jp/columns/s20_0012.html
https://www.rieti.go.jp/jp/publications/dp/15j027.pdf
13
https://aws.amazon.com/training/?nc1=h_ls
14
https://netsugen.jp/event/6-8/
11
12
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Accessing global best practices and cybersecurity capabilities
Global cloud providers invest significantly more in security and
compliance activities than almost any large company. They
meet many internationally recognized security certifications
and meet the requirements of the military, banks, and other
high-sensitivity organizations. Customers can take advantage
of this security experience and investment to meet their own
compliance needs. Cloud providers provide exceptionally resilient
infrastructure for customers, allowing them to build environments
that can continue operating through and recovering rapidly from
malicious, accidental, and natural incidents.

If we didn’t choose cloud services to launch
business, we could not have achieved the
same level of information security as we
have today.
Mr. Muneaki Fukuoka, CTO, WHILL

CSPs also offer an advanced set of security, access, encryption,
and logging features to help their customers maintain complete
control of and secure their data. Customers can choose the region/
jurisdiction in which their data is stored, replicate and back up
content in more than one region and have specific agreements
with the CSP not to move or reproduce data outside of a chosen
jurisdiction without the customers' consent.

Our cloud service provider has obtained certifications and attestations such as ISO/IEC 27001, PCI DSS,
SOC1, which are issued and regularly assessed by independent third-party auditors. Their services meet
widely-adopted global security management standards and provide guidelines on how users become
compliant with local security guidelines, such as the FISC security guidelines broadly used by Japanese
Banking and Financial Institutions.
We constantly make sure that we are compliant with the stringent security requirements for financial
institutions. Our cloud service provider can provide guidance on best practices for security to help us
meet requirements set by Japanese regulatory authorities.
Mr. Tatsuya Fukushima, Executive Officer, Sony Bank
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The Cloud, Confidential Computing, and Zero Trust– taking Japan's data security to the next level
For sensitive and regulated data such as personally identifiable
information and sensitive industries such as the defense, financial,
credit, and life sciences,15 it is crucial to keep data confidential at all
times, avoid the risk of malicious access and protect data against
both internal and external threats.
Cloud-based solutions can effectively encrypt all data-in-transit
between customers and data centers as well as data-at-rest
by default.16 However, until recently, processing sensitive data
in situations requiring the most demanding levels of security
remained a challenge.
Confidential computing is an approach that is ideal for the
processing of highly sensitive data. This approach uses specialized
hardware and software to protect sensitive code and data during
processing from outside access. Confidential computing protects
from access via the underlying cloud infrastructure, as well as from
other less-trusted components in a company's ICT environment.17
Leading CSPs have begun to provide confidential computing
services to local customers. The rise of this methodology will
provide Japanese customers with more confidence to move
their workloads and process sensitive data on the Cloud while
maintaining a very high level of security and privacy.
Another challenge for companies globally is the increasingly
dispersed and complex enterprise network environment, driven by
the surge in remote-working, which creates another challenge for
organizations' cybersecurity infrastructure – ensuring that security
controls cover all actions from all user endpoints no matter where
they are.
Traditional cybersecurity defenses are often based on network
controls or perimeters that rely on a secure network boundary
– everything within the network is trusted, and anything outside
the perimeter is not. This approach is increasingly ineffective as
employees are working from home and corporate networks are
ever more dispersed.

One of the reasons that we choose the cloud
is its security advantages. Since we are
processing data obtained through satellites,
we need to obtain specific permission from
the Cabinet Office regarding the IT systems.
Comparing with developing a system with
high-standard security measures from the
scratch, cloud is a better choice that enables
us to technically meet the stringent securitycompliance requirements.
Mr. Masahiko Uetsuhara,
Vice President and General Manager,
Development Department, iQPS

A "Zero Trust" security strategy and deploying zero trust principles
can help better position organizations to secure sensitive data,
systems, and services. Under the "Zero Trust" security model, no
one or any access is trusted by default. Users are given the leastprivilege access, and all actions from all endpoints that try to make
a connection attempt shall be rigorously authenticated, authorized,
and monitored in real-time through supplementary technical
controls. The Zero Trust strategy will effectively reduce the risks
of data breaches.18
Most CSPs widely adopt the zero-trust approach with built-in
individual authentication for APIs and multiple solutions to
implement zero-trust for their clients' cloud networks.

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/aws-nitro-enclaves-isolated-ec2-environments-to-process-confidential-data/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/whitepapers/latest/logical-separation/encrypting-data-at-rest-and--in-transit.html
17
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/confidential-computing-an-aws-perspective/
18
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/publicsector/how-to-think-about-zero-trust-architectures-on-aws/; https://aws.amazon.com/security/zero-trust/
15
16
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1.2. Towards a vibrant I.T. industry in Japan – policy
considerations and economic impact
Cloud technologies and global CSPs operating in Japan constitute
an essential branch of the Japanese I.T. industry. Japan's cloud
platform services market segment was estimated at JPY780

billion in 2019 and forecasted to reach JPY1 trillion in 2020 and
JPY1.67 trillion in 2023.19 The data center solutions' aggregated
market segment value was estimated at JPY1.31 trillion in
2019 and is forecasted to reach JPY1.44 trillion in 2020 and
JPY 2.04 trillion in 2026.20

Cloud market segment and data center service segment revenue in Japan.
CSP market share is due to become increasingly relevant in Japan FY2019 - FY2023 (projected)20
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International CSPs have been increasingly investing in the Japanese
market, which has benefitted from the wide range of solutions
offered by domestic and overseas players to customers. We see
well-rooted Japanese businesses among key domestic players,
including NTT DATA Corporation, KDDI Corporation, Softbank
Group Corporation, Fujitsu Limited, and NEC Corporation, while
overseas providers include AWS, Microsoft, Google, and IBM
public and private cloud computing services.21
The growth of the Japanese cloud industry has been positively
influenced by various local and central government initiatives that
aim to facilitate the adoption of Cloud on a broader scale, including
a series of tax incentives and subsidies. However, as these policies
need to be rolled out holistically to improve business conditions
that foster innovation and an open I.T. market for international
cloud market segment actors, the Japanese government and
regulators could better coordinate their policy-making activities
to make sure that the benefits provided by specific regulations
are not jeopardized over time.
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As an example, the Ministry of Economics, Trade, and Industry
(METI) provided an "I.T. Adoption Subsidy" to organizations
investing in I.T. (including cloud services) from FY2017. And
last year, the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW)
provided organizations affected by the COVID-19 pandemic with
a "Workstyle Reform Promotion" subsidy to help them transition
to remote work. MHLW provides SMEs with support to cover the
contracting fees and equipment costs of cloud services and other
I.T. devices.
Moreover, on 18 June 2021, the Japanese government published
the "Priority Policy Plan for Digitalized Society." This policy plan
sets out priority areas in digital transformation in Japan, including
complete migration to cloud infrastructure at central and local
governments, optimization of government-owned data centers,
digitalization of various types of administrative procedures.
On the same day, the Japanese government also issued a
"Comprehensive Data Strategy," which outlines Japan's data
utilization goals, status quo, necessary actions to be taken,

https://www.statista.com/statistics/824531/japan-cloud-platform-services-iaas-and-paas-market-size/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1025459/japan-data-center-market-size/
21
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=42f7c33e-8bb4-4eda-afe3-b06c42a5bf93
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and other governance practices. This strategy emphasizes the
importance of resilient and reliable data infrastructure. The
strategy also expresses the vision of using high-quality cloud
infrastructure as strategic infrastructure for industry, society, and
government. These initiatives show that the Japanese government
is now looking at the same direction of digitalization as other
leading countries.
The Japanese government also stipulated a Cloud Adoption
Policy for Government Information Systems in March 2021 and
adheres to the "Cloud-by-Default Principle" as the first option,22
requiring the government to consider cloud services as the first
candidate for I.T. systems. To facilitate this transition, Japan is also
building a shared system environment for cloud services (so-called
"Gov-Cloud") shared among governments at different layers. The
Japanese government aims to move all municipalities' data onto
the Gov-Cloud by the end of the fiscal year 2025.23
At the prefectural level, local governments have also included
the use of cloud technologies as a critical pillar of their economic
strategy and digitalization tactics to resonate with the "cloud by
default principle." To propel this effort, the Ministry of Internal
Affairs and Communications (MIC) allocated JPY150 billion in 2018
for the "Restructuring of Information System at the Municipal
Government Project" and the promotion of Cloud Sharing Among
Municipalities to provide municipalities and prefectures with an
insufficient budget, subsidies to cover consulting fees, staff training,
and data migration costs.
Although the Japanese cloud community has welcomed these
efforts, Japan needs to maintain its prominent position as a cloudfavorable jurisdiction and continue its government and regulatory
agencies' efforts to promote cloud adoption. This will ensure that
the cloud industry in Japan remains open to global best practices
and players to maintain and foster a vibrant I.T. market segment in
Japan. Moreover, creating an unfavorable business environment for
global CSPs may hinder cloud adoption within the Japanese market
and adversely impact the Japanese economy.
1.3. How Japan can maintain its top-level status as a cloudfavorable market and become a regional excellence hub for
cloud services
Besides subsidies and more comprehensive framework policies,
there must be a unified vision at government and regulatory
authority levels to ensure that the cloud market segment remains
a crucial driver for the growth of the Japanese economy and
continues to influence innovation across industries in Japan
positively.
In the latest available Global Cloud Computing Scorecard published
by BSA | The Software Alliance (BSA) in 2018, Japan ranked second

out of 24 countries (losing the top position to Germany) as the
best country to establish a cloud computing business worldwide.
This report evaluates factors including data privacy, security,
and cybercrime regulations together with free trade promotion
and infrastructure status.23 The rankings fall into three general
categories, with a group of top-performing countries (e.g., the
E.U. nations, Japan, the United States, Australia, Singapore, and
Canada) followed by countries like Korea, Mexico, Malaysia, and
South Africa. Bringing up the rear is a small group of nations that
have failed to embrace the international approach: Russia, China,
Indonesia, and Vietnam.
Japan, which has topped the rankings in every previous version of
the study, scores strongly in most policy-related categories, but
its scores slip sharply in Support for Industry-Led Standards and
International Harmonization of Rules. It is the only leading market
not to have a general law on e-commerce.
Among other factors that may have pushed Japan out of the top
seat, the report identifies gaps or inconsistencies that require
further remedial work in areas such as (1)"inconsistencies
on whether Japan signed and implemented international
agreements ensuring that the procurement of cloud services
is free from discrimination" and (2) "the availability of security
audit requirements".24
To address the issues highlighted above and to make sure that
Japan continues to nurture cloud-related businesses and attract
investments and talent from abroad, the market must be allowed
to grow by providing Japanese customers with new solutions at
competitive prices that may also enable Japan to become a cloud
hub for the whole APAC region.
Referencing the BSA report again, Japan is the only player within
the APAC region, besides Australia and Singapore, in the top ten
most cloud-favorable jurisdictions and certainly has superior
geopolitical soft power to retain its position. However, as regional
competitors close the gap by addressing issues with their I.T.
infrastructure, data privacy and, trade barriers, Japan may soon
become less attractive for foreign cloud investments. This will lead
to Japan's cloud market stagnation with consequential opportunity
costs in talent development and innovation.
Allowing for diversity in the services available to Japanese
businesses will stimulate innovation and present numerous
opportunities for the Japanese market. However, to unlock the full
potential of the Cloud, it is necessary to implement certain best
practices and clearly understand the roles and responsibilities
of the cloud service provider and the customer when it comes
to issues like contracting, shared responsibility models, and
cloud implementation. These issues are further discussed in

https://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/singi/it2/cio/dai77/sankou.pdf
https://cio.go.jp/sites/default/files/uploads/documents/Gov-cloud_byLocalgoverments20210831.pdf
24
https://cloudscorecard.bsa.org/2018/pdf/BSA_2018_Global_Cloud_Scorecard.pdf
22
23
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the next chapter, where we describe the cloud adoption journey
of a hypothetical business to assess potential risks and describe
mitigating actions and best practices.

to increase to 1.24 million square meters as 5G, and the expansion
of cloud services prompts global and regional players to expand
their footprint.26

In the past decade, CSPs operating in Japan have been ramping
up their offerings to meet the diverse needs of end-users. The
competition among CSPs and on-premise and co-location data
solutions providers has accelerated the reduction in service prices,
making Cloud a cost-effective solution. To make the Cloud more
affordable for enterprises of all sizes, it is essential to maintain
a vibrant and competitive market, which is also a vital factor in
boosting the adoption of cloud technologies.

To continue playing a prominent role as a regional hub for cloud
technology, Japan's regulatory framework needs to remain open to
domestic and international cloud market segment participants to
attract cloud-related investments and create a level-plain-field for
global CSPs that invest in Japan.

Another reason why prices continue to fall is the economies
of scale from hyper-scale cloud data centers25 and the leading
technologies used in such facilities. With investment from both
domestic and foreign CSPs in the Japanese market, Japan has been
experiencing an unprecedented boom in data center construction
in recent years. According to Synergy Research Group, Japan is
underrepresented in terms of data center distribution. Only 6%
of the 597 large data centers globally are located in Japan as of
the fourth quarter of 2020, making the country a distant third
after the U.S. and China. Nevertheless, at the end of 2020, data
centers in Japan had a total floor space of 350,000 square meters,
according to IDC Japan. The research company expects floor space

25
26

Bringing it all together
Japan needs to remain a top location for CSPs to become a cloud
hub for the APAC region. Cloud brings benefits to the Japanese
businesses that can accelerate the deployment of new business
ideas and foster competition within multiple sectors of the
Japanese economy.
Nonetheless, implementing the Cloud requires expertise to avoid
certain common pitfalls. In the next chapter, we will address how to
avoid common missteps in implementing the Cloud by showcasing
a hypothetical client journey from the decision-making stage to
cloud due diligence and governance. The practices highlighted
in Chapter 2 aim to help companies reduce the risks of vendor
lock-in and misconfiguration that may reduce the confidence in
implementing cloud solutions within the Japanese market.

The cloud price war continues: Amazon cuts its cloud storage prices, again | ZDNet
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Companies/Mitsui-to-invest-2.7bn-to-develop-data-centers-in-Japan-by-2026
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Chapter 2
Unlocking the full potential of the Cloud – a practical roadmap

As we have seen in Chapter 1, the adoption of the Cloud provides an array of unique benefits for both private and public sectors in
Japan. To maximize the positive impact of Cloud on businesses, Japanese customers must have access to the broadest range of solutions
possible from a variety of providers, be familiar with the instruments and knowledge to tailor cloud solutions to their particular business
needs and make informed decisions on the implementation of Cloud, based on sound due diligence and best practices.

Choosing Cloud

Assessing Cloud

2

4

Customer

1

Start

IT Solution
Renewal Period

To highlight these best practices and propose risk-mitigating
actions for common cloud implementation issues, we will
describe the journey of a hypothetical customer in its endeavor
to implement Cloud for their business. The steps proposed in
this journey, although broadly defined, are widely shared among
companies that have chosen Cloud to power their operations.
These steps can help us better understand and weigh the risks
and benefits of cloud adoption and can be applied by private
and public sector players alike.

3
Implementing
Cloud

In the sections below, for each step of the journey, we will present
abstracts of the interviews conducted in preparation for this
whitepaper as first-hand testimony of Japanese businesses' cloud
journey. We also include opinions from key players in the cloud
service market segment to provide a balanced view on critical
market-wide issues and gain insight into how market players are
addressing these issues to provide their customers with even
better services.
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2.1. The I.T. solutions renewal period – time to think big
COVID-19 has emphasized the urgency of transforming the way
that business is conducted across the world. For the first time,
many Japanese companies have been confronted with a need
to accelerate their digital transformation and innovation pace to
avoid the risks of losing their market position or even going out
of business.27
Besides these extraordinary circumstances, most businesses
begin to look to invest in I.T. solutions when their current service
agreements are about to expire. This creates opportunities for
companies to review their operations and decide whether to
continue using legacy systems, including on-premise solutions

or embark on their innovation journey. When it comes to I.T.,
businesses in Japan can choose from a broad spectrum of digital
solutions to automate their operations, store data, and provide
faster services for their clients.
Exception made for cloud-native businesses - Japanese companies
look to implement cloud solutions and secure budgets for
new services at the time of contract renewal. The way cloud
solutions are implemented are peculiar to each business and
are usually a product of both strategic decision or the organic
growth of a business. However, in general, this brings to four
possible outcomes that can define the makeup of a company's
I.T. infrastructures in the mid-long term:

Renew existing on premises
hardware and software licenses

IT Solutions
Renewal period –
possible outcomes

Outsource IT solutions to IT solution providers as
managed services. E.g. solutions from managed
software to managed private data centres

Operate on a hybrid
cloud/on-prem basis

Complete migration
to the cloud

In recent years, the economic, flexibility, and security benefits of
cloud-based I.T. solutions have prompted an increasing number
of Japanese businesses to choose cloud solutions rather than
renewing their on-premise systems. However, migrating workloads
to the Cloud depends on each end-user's I.T. strategy and specific
business needs. There is no "one fits all" solution. Gartner's

research shows that the worldwide I.T. spending is projected to
total $4.2 trillion in 2021,28 of which spending on public Cloud will
reach $396 billion29 or around 9% of global I.T. spending. By 2022,
over 90% of enterprises worldwide will deploy combinations of
on-premises, dedicated private clouds, public clouds, and legacy
platforms to meet their infrastructure needs.30

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/in/Documents/Consulting/in-consulting-cii-cloud-and-the-age-of-disruption-noexp.pdf
h
 ttps://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-07-14-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-it-spending-to-grow-9-percent-2021 and
https://www.statista.com/statistics/268938/global-it-spending-by-segment/
29
h
 ttps://www.statista.com/statistics/273818/global-revenue-generated-with-cloud-computing-since-2009/
30
h
 ttps://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prMETA46165020
27
28
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We have considered non-cloud options when
exploring IT solutions but found that cloud
solutions can better meet our business
needs and objectives. We prefer to start
small and scale up flexibly on demand, rather
than making large upfront investments in
IT systems to meet the potential maximum
workloads.
Mr. Masahiko Uetsuhara,
Vice President and General Manager,
Development Department, iQPS

Our cloud migration started with relatively
little impact on our customers in 2013. Since
we did not have our own data center and
the merit of cloud use was evident, it was
relatively easy for us to gradually adopt
cloud. At the same time, we actively keep
accumulating cloud-related expertise to
achieve greater service effects as we use the
service.
Mr. Tatsuya Fukushima, Executive Officer,
Sony Bank

2.2. Choosing cloud – The case for shifting to cloud in Japan
Though the Cloud is gaining wider acceptance, there remain
specific perceived concerns about its adoption. The results of
"Communications Usage Trends Survey 2020"31 revealed that the
top reason, with 42%, for not adopting Cloud was the perceived
lack of need for their businesses.
In general, a lack of understanding of the benefits of the Cloud,
like those highlighted in Chapter 1 and an inflated perception of
the risks related to cloud adoption, seems to be preventing the
further adoption of Cloud in Japan. These concerns need to be
addressed by the concerted efforts of cloud market segment
operators, regulators, and the government to raise the confidence
in the reliability of cloud products. Also, fostering a vibrant I.T.
market where key players compete to provide ever better and
cheaper solutions to Japanese customers is critical to convince
late adopters of the benefits of the Cloud.

Choosing Cloud

Assessing Cloud
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To choose on-premise solutions, you need to have a good foresight of future IT resource needs, which is
nearly impossible for early-stage startups. Thus, the better option is to use cloud to realize a small start,
which enables us to scale up in the coming years.
Mr. Yasuhiro Takeda, Technology Director, TRENDE

31

https://www.soumu.go.jp/johotsusintokei/statistics/pdf/HR202000_002.pdf
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2.2a. Complete migration to the Cloud or operate on a
hybrid cloud/on-prem basis
Independently of whether to completely move a business's
infrastructure and software on the Cloud or operate on a hybrid
cloud/on-prem basis, there is the need to invest time in creating
a compelling business case to justify migration costs and mitigate
risks. Whereas complete cloud migration, when appropriately
actuated, can maximize a business's benefits, the hybrid cloud/
on-prem model remains a viable option. In particular, Cloud can
expand the on-prem resources' reach, better balance the overall
workload, and optimize network traffic.
Whether full or partial, cloud migration will urge the users
to modify their operations. To guard enhanced operational
efficiency and effectiveness, it is also essential to put in place
guiding principles for purchasing and adopting cloud solutions
as a part of enterprise-wide guidelines. Consider operational
performance metrics (not only features and functionalities)
in software evaluation and selection decisions. In this area,
consistent monitoring of the cloud industry is imperative to
establish fundamental guidelines around compliance and

regulatory requirements such as user identity and access
management, data protection, incident response, and data
residency for cloud services that will serve as a baseline for vendor
evaluations.32 Relevant evaluation frameworks can be found in
global, regional, local, or specific industries such as healthcare and
finance. In Japan, these include but are not limited to; different ISO
certificates, PCI-DSS, HIPPA guidelines, FISC guidelines, ISMAP.33
On the other hand, in Europe, CISPE provides a series of resources
to set baseline expectations of cloud infrastructure services
providers and outlines principles relevant to cloud procurement.
The CISPE Code of Conduct also clarifies who is responsible
for which aspects of data protection by explaining the role of a
cloud infrastructure provider and the customer under the GDPR
(E.g. The cloud operator manages and controls the physical
security of the facilities in which the service operates). It states
that the customer assumes responsibility and management of the
guest operating system, other associated application software,
and the configuration of the security measures according to the
service contract.34

We are using the cloud in a hybrid model. We have on-premise data centers in local areas, while
leveraging cloud technologies to realize broader values that are difficult to achieve through traditional IT.
Mr. Yoshihko Takao, Digital City Hall Promotion Office, City of Kitakyushu

2.2b. Better contracting for better outcomes
Before contracting with a cloud service provider, customers
must set out a clear vendor selection, including the due diligence
process elements to evaluate cloud vendors and their offerings.
As part of this due diligence, the customer can address concerns
regarding relevant security controls and better understand
and negotiate the scope of services proposed by the proposing
provider. It is also recommended to implement proofs of concept
and ask for trial evaluation periods to thoroughly overview the
offered services and mitigate risks associated with cloud adoption.
Once the initial dialogue with the chosen CSP has been completed,
the contracting phase begins.

In this phase, there are various elements to consider, including
ensuring that the contract under discussion empowers the
customer to maintain ownership of their data and minimize
switching costs that may reduce the speed of switching services
providers. Also, it is crucial to verify that the cloud services
agreement does not include mandatory minimum commitments
or mandatory long-term contracts. Bring your license agreements
and pay-as-you-go pricing models also reduce the risk of incurring
switching costs and are widely implemented by global CSPs.
Public sector procurement and contracting approaches are often
designed for purchasing traditional I.T. technology products, such
as physical hardware and servers developed from scratch. Since
they do not typically consider the subscription model a contracting

https://cispe.cloud/code-of-conduct/
https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/programs/
34
https://www.cnil.fr/sites/default/files/atoms/files/data_protection_code_of_conduct_for_cloud_infrastructure_services_providers_-_cispe_-_english_version.pdf
32
33
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option, these current practices limit the selection range of cloud
services and inhibit public sectors' ability to adopt cloud services.
Moreover, the current budgeting practices in the public sector
add another limitation. According to the "single-year principle"
stipulated in article 208 of the Local Autonomy Act,35 the budget
secured for one fiscal year must be consumed within the same
year (A few exceptional scenarios are allowed,36 but the use of

cloud services does not seem to fit into the scope). Also, if a public
sector organization does not utilize its budget for a given item, the
budget for the next fiscal year will likely be reduced. This does not
motivate public sector organizations to use the Cloud, offered on
a subscription basis because the actual running costs per year of
cloud services will not be as stable and foreseeable as traditional
contracts.

The traditional procurement and contracting approach commonly accepted in the public sector is
designed to purchase physical IT assets, such as hardware. This fixed-price contracting approach doesn’t
fit cloud services’ pay-as-you-go model and unplanned scale out necessities.
This misalignment may pose an obstacle to the migration to the cloud. And to realize the benefits of
cloud computing, the central government, municipalities, and cloud service providers should work
together to improve the situation.
Mr. Yoshihko Takao, Digital City Hall Promotion Office, City of Kitakyushu

There are cases that municipal government struggle to secure the budget for the cloud services, because
it’s difficult to predict the demand of services for the entire fiscal year.
Majority of the government subsidies favor physical equipment and capital investment, but are not
applicable to operational cost such as cloud service fees.
Mr. Kazuki Jinnouchi, Deputy Director, Code for Japan

h
 ttps://elaws.e-gov.go.jp/document?lawid=322AC0000000067_20210213_503AC0000000005&keyword=
%E5%9C%B0%E6%96%B9%E8%87%AA%E6%B2%BB%E6%B3%95
36
https://dl.ndl.go.jp/view/download/digidepo_11380145_po_f2107c.pdf?contentNo=1&alternativeNo=
35
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2.3. Implementing Cloud
Once the customer and the client services provider have discussed
fundamental contracting issues, the customer will need to consider
specific areas that can significantly impact the overall cloud journey
and need to be established early in the implementation phase.

Choosing Cloud

Assessing Cloud

2

These considerations should be outlined in the business's broader
cloud strategy and include, among others, decisions on the use of
Cloud service provider native services, considerations on multicloud and data portability and security, application portability,
and broader cloud governance principles.

4
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IT Solution
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Start

3
Implementing
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Our current cloud service provider has offered a variety of support solutions; they are like a toolbox from
which we can pick the services we need on our IT journey. Their diversified resources and offerings are a
great asset for start-ups, helping us to better achieve our business goals.
Mr. Yasuhiro Takeda, Technology Director, TRENDE

2.3a. The strategic choice between single-cloud and multicloud models.
After choosing a service model that best fits users' specific needs,
choosing the deployment model that best works for an individual
user is also critical.
Customers must decide whether to operate with a single CSP for
all their cloud needs or rely on multiple CSPs for different services.
The architecture and the operations tooling and processes to run
the same code on any cloud increase the complexity of building
and running workloads. This can prevent organizations from
using the high-value services of CSPs, thus minimizing developer
agility and time to market. Since developers have to build a lot
of the underlying technology that they would get out of the box
as a service from the cloud providers, the effort required to
maintain and operate cloud-agnostic solutions is substantial
compared to sticking to a single CSP. This often leads to cloudagnostic architectures that use the Cloud as nothing more than a
commoditized data center – these can reduce organizations' ability
to reap the real benefits of the Cloud.37 Most global CSPs have
made available open resources compatible with a wide range of
cloud-agnostic resources and support their customers in choosing
the right approach that best meets their needs, from opting for a
multi-cloud strategy to keeping using existing on-premises assets.

Multi-cloud and hybrid cloud strategies are widely adopted in
Japan,38 as customers are keen to take advantage of the best
available pricing, features, and infrastructure components
across providers, secure more extensive storage, and reduce
dependency on a single vendor. Although it may sound
convenient, this cherry-picking approach can undermine the
users' overall security capabilities since different CSPs will have
different standards, methodologies, configurations, thresholds,
policies for authentication, authorization, component hardening,
monitoring, and upgrades and patching. Consolidation of the
policies and synchronization of the tool will not be impossible, but
management costs of the heterogeneous I.T. environment with
all these differences are painstaking and has a larger room for
human error. Also, the time and effort needed to get accustomed
to a specific cloud environment by a customer I.T. department and
the availability of multi-cloud management experienced workforce
need to be factored in. Moreover, as most CSPs embed volume
discounts in their pricing models, spreading the workload of a
business across multiple infrastructures may reduce the bulk
buying power of the customer.
Another important consideration is the level of customization
Japanese clients often require when shifting their on-premise
systems onto the Cloud.39 Customization may get in the way
of absolute compatibility with the platforms or infrastructures
from different CSPs and prevent seamless systems migration
or switching from one CSP to another, increasing the risk of
inadvertent vendor lock-in.

https://www2.deloitte.com/lu/en/pages/risk/articles/a-new-strategy-for-multicloud.html
Future of cloud infrastructure strategy | Deloitte Insights
39
https://www.meti.go.jp/english/press/2018/pdf/0907_004a.pdf
37
38
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If the multi-cloud scenario is chosen, one possible approach could
be to become proficient with one cloud service provider first, then
extend to other cloud providers once the organization has built
the necessary cloud muscle to move forward. Finding good cloud
talent is a challenge in Japan, and it becomes more challenging

when deep expertise on multiple clouds is required. Growing
talent on one provider is a better way to increase cloud maturity in
an organization. Once the existing staff is proficient on one cloud
provider, they are better suited to tackle the next cloud provider if
necessary.

We can easily access the information we need from cloud service provider; our global vendor has
published a variety of user manuals and guidelines in Japanese to help local users implement cloud. In
addition, the Japanese public sector likes referring to previous success stories prior to adopting new
solutions, cloud service provider with proven track records has lots of experiences to share that can help
us facilitate the decision making process.
Mr. Yoshihko Takao, Digital City Hall Promotion Office, City of Kitakyushu

2.3b. Data portability considerations
If multi-cloud is chosen as an option to ensure the portability
of applications, cloud application components should be built
as flexibly as possible and should be loosely coupled with the
applications they interact with. Not only does this reduce the
risk of lock-in to a single vendor, but it also gives application
interoperability that is required for a fast migration of workloads
and multi-cloud environments.
In addition, applications should also be built using open/cloud
agnostic standards. This enables switching between different
cloud vendors to become comparatively more straightforward.
The JFTC report issued in February 2022 resonates with this
point, highlighting that adopting Open Source Software and open
specifications can prevent vendor lock-in and thus is preferable
in government procurement of information system.40 In contrary
scenarios, heavy customizations are required at a later migration
stage, resulting in vendor lock-in.

Customers must understand the implications of building
applications that are only compatible with specific cloud platforms.
This can limit the flexibility of their systems architecture, reduce
bargaining power with the service provider and ultimately lead to
a de-facto lock-in with the service provider.
The key to an effective multi-cloud strategy is to ensure that
both data and applications are sufficiently portable across cloud
platforms and operating environments.
To achieve this, global CSPs offer a wide range of portability tools
and services that enable customers to keep data portable and
move data as needed on and off a CSP's storage at any time.
Global CSPs provide multiple tools to help their customers with
rapid and secure data withdrawal and migration. These products
have been provided to respond to clients' requests to move
clients' data securely and are compatible with widely available
open-source tools.

We stay with the current cloud service provider for the high quality services it has provided. Meanwhile,
should we decide to terminate our relationship with our current provider, switching to another vendor
will not be too burdensome because most cloud service providers have many functions in common.
Mr. Yasuhiro Takeda, Technology Director, TRENDE

40

https://www.jftc.go.jp/houdou/pressrelease/2022/feb/220208_system/220208_report.pdf
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Cloud service providers have made a certain degree of contribution for the development of OSS (Open
Source Software) in Japan. They have shared practices on how to run OSS and have provided free testing
environment for users to facilitate the development of their own OSS-related services.
Mr. Ayuki Joto, Engineer, Code for Japan

2.3c. Data portability and global standards

2.3d. Cloud governance and data security considerations

Nowadays, consumer data rights, including data portability, are
gaining more regulators' attention across the globe as more
consumers come to rely on data-driven services in the digital
economy.41 In the E.U., the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), which took effect on 25 May 2018, is a typical example of
this trend of regulators deeming data portability to be an individual
user's right. As most global CSPs need to adapt early to GDPR
requirements, they offer their clients the same level of compliance
without setting out time-consuming controls. This principle is also
valid for local Japanese regulations compliance.

Establishing adequate governance mechanisms that account for
who uses cloud services, how many systems can be used, and
what approvals are required is of paramount importance in the
governance of cloud services. Failure to implement the relevant
controls may lead to data losses. Gartner predicts that, through
2025, 99% of cloud security failures will be related to mishaps on
the user side.44 The potential causes include a lack of awareness of
cloud security and policies, unauthorized access to the database
due to incorrect cloud permission settings, and inadequate cloud
governance. Most cloud services have built-in, self-updating
security features that are resistant to external attacks. Thus, cloud
technologies represent a more robust solution for securing users'
online assets than on-premise technologies. Notwithstanding this,
customers are responsible for setting up and setting out regular
reviews of their cloud configuration to ensure it provides reliable
protection.

On top of these regulatory requirements, many global CSPs
have moved forward in their commitment to data portability by
adhering to industry standards, including those facilitated by
the European Commission under the Free Flow of non-personal
data Regulation (FFoD), where SWIPO (Switching Cloud Providers
and Porting Data - a multi-stakeholder group facilitated by the
European Commission, to develop voluntary Codes of Conduct for
the proper application of the EU Free Flow of Non-Personal Data
Regulation/Article 6 "Porting of Data"), developed a set of voluntary
Data Portability Codes of Conduct.42 These Codes, such as those
released by SWIPO, govern the relationship between customers
and CSPs to ensure safe and effective data migration from one
CSP to another, addressing customers' needs for portability and
interoperability. Moreover, SWIPO members periodically submitted
their declarations of adherence to the Codes to demonstrate
the implementation of the Codes. The commitment to the data
portability principle is the foundation of enabling the free flow of
data and will play a pivotal role in ensuring a level playing field.43

To provide a facilitated understanding of the data security
capabilities of CSPs, in March 2021, the Japanese government
launched an initiative called the Information System Security
Management and Assessment Program (ISMAP). ISMAP evaluates
CSPs' security and registers those who satisfy the Japanese
government's security requirements. This "ISMAP cloud service
list"45 will facilitate the procurement of cloud services reducing
due diligence burdens.46

https://www.copado.com/devops-hub/blog/how-data-portability-can-be-managed-securely
https://swipo.eu/about-2/
43
https://swipo.eu/blog/cloud-companies-move-forward-declaring-adherence-to-%E2%80%8Eswipo-codes-of-conduct-%E2%80%8E/
44
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/is-the-cloud-secure/
45
https://www.ismap.go.jp/csm
46
制度案内 - ISMAP概要; ISMAP Came into Operation | Press Release | MIC ICT Policy (soumu.go.jp)
41
42
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The public sector is more open to cloud computing compared with 5 years ago. However, there are still
some concerns whether the benefits of cloud outweigh potential risks, and what is the appropriate way
to treat citizens’ personal information on the cloud-based solution.
A unified security standards for cloud implementation from the central government would help local
governments to further facilitate the decision making process.
Mr. Kazuki Jinnouchi, Deputy Director, Code for Japan

In addition to the security identification mechanism for CSPs,
it is equally important that customers understand the shared
responsibilities regarding security typical of most cloud service
agreements.

ensuring the physical security of the data centers, encrypting data
transferred between the various data centers.47 This leads to better
resources allocation on the client-side, enhanced cybersecurity
capability.

Unlike the traditional on-premise I.T. architectures, the cloud
solutions adhere to a shared security responsibility model, where,
depending on the details set out at the contracting phase, the
user maintains specific security responsibilities. Defining the
line between user responsibilities and those of the providers
is imperative for reducing the risk of introducing vulnerabilities
into public, hybrid, and multi-cloud environments.

The security advantages offered by the Cloud in terms of
cybersecurity outperform those offered by on-premise solutions.
Nonetheless, not to jeopardize the security benefits provided by
the cloud service provider, customers must set out full security
provisions, such as encryption, keys rotation, and tokenization,
procure multi-factor authentication and digital certifications to
safeguard data in the Cloud, deploy web application firewalls
preventing cross-scripting or SQL injection attacks. Special shield
services prevent DDoS attacks, align security architecture with
CSPs' architectural constraints, train staff on cloud security
provisions, and foster a culture of constant vigilance.

Under the shared responsibility model, specific responsibilities
that usually would fall on the client side are transferred to the
cloud services provided (i.e. security "of" the Cloud). These include
selecting and auditing the providers of data center technology,

General Shared Responsibility Model Considerations48
Customer Data
Platform, Applications, Identity & Access Management

Customer
Responsibility for
Security 'IN' the Cloud

Operating System, Network & Firewall Configuration
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https://blog.f-secure.com/what-is-the-shared-responsibility-model-and-why-should-you-care-about-it/
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/blog/2020/08/26/shared-responsibility-model-explained/
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Customer Trust from Highly Regulated Industries – The case of Sony Bank
The financial services industry is highly regulated in Japan and
other countries and is subject to more stringent customer data
protection and service availability requirements. While entities in
this sector have more considerations for cloud adoption, this does
not mean that entities in highly regulated industries cannot enjoy
the benefits of cloud technology. This was verified by our interview
with Sony Bank, an avid and organized cloud user. Sony Bank
must meet all the different security criteria applicable to banking
services but still optimize its I.T. use as an online bank.

Early to notice the benefits of the Cloud in 2011 as they were,
Sony Bank never rushed to the Cloud. They spent two years
on comparative research on multiple options and thorough
assessments of the specific cloud service's systems risk and
information security.
Based on the existing third-party vendor assessment framework,
Sony Bank created a dedicated checklist for the Cloud. With the list,
a final decision-maker took the lead in resolving the concerns and
comprehending the concept of the shared responsibility model.
They have been conducting this assessment since then annually
and in the event of any significant changes.

Before adopting any cloud services, we do perform thorough research and assessment not only on
the efficiency and technological superiority but also on service quality and regulatory compliance (e.g.
security requirements).
We performed thorough assessments on system risk and information security with the help from thirdparty consultants, before and after adopting cloud.
The concept of ‘cloud first’ is already a common understanding within our company. We are now heading
to the next stage of ‘cloud only’ and then ‘cloud native.
Mr. Tatsuya Fukushima, Executive Officer of Sony Bank

They were also careful in the actual adoption phase: in 2013, they
started to adopt Cloud in the operations with relatively less impact
on thier customers little by little. After accumulating the hands-on
experiences and know-how on cloud use, they expanded the
scope of cloud adoption to all the functions in December 2019. As
of September 2021, approximately 80% of their I.T. systems are
operating on the cloud infrastructure. They are also an active user
of SaaS applications.

Among the critical operations, general ledger systems were
moved to the Cloud in autumn 2019. Furthermore, Sony Bank is
developing a next-generation core banking system that is "cloudnative," aiming to put it in operation in 2023.

In order to decide which option better suits your organization, a fact-based comparative analysis,
including costs and risks assessments of the cloud vs. on-premise is essential.
The frequency and magnitude of the cloud related mishaps we experienced is far lower than that of
on-premise technologies. The availability safeguards of cloud effectively minimizes the potential impact
on our businesses in case of incidents, and CSP’s multiple availability zone design helps further minimize
this risk of our operations being disrupted.
Mr. Tatsuya Fukushima, Executive Officer of Sony Bank
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2.4. Assessing Cloud
As with any journey, it is essential at times to sit and contemplate
the achievements behind us. For the cloud journey, it is necessary
to assess the results achieved by leveraging cloud technologies
periodically.
Internal audit teams considering auditing the adoption of
Cloud within their organization should consider audits of cloud
governance, cloud migration programs, and targeted reviews
over one or more technical areas across a stable environment/
deployment. These focus areas enable functions to understand
how effectively the organization identifies and manages the
risks associated with the Cloud. The nature of the deployment,
the complexity of the environment, and the level of maturity
will determine the overall audit need and specific scoping for
I.T. audit teams.
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As a publicly funded entity, we have accountability for the use of public funds and thus need to evaluate
the policies implemented and analyze the performance and returns of our investments in cloud
computing. We have been collecting data to measure them.
We also care about the working hours of the officials. Deploying cloud-based chatbot tools can
effectively reduce tedious tasks such as manual queries and responses, enable officials to better focus
on core tasks, and reduce overtime working hours.
Mr. Yoshihko Takao, Digital City Hall Promotion Office, City of Kitakyushu

2.4a. Cloud Governance and internal reviews
Internal audit teams should look to assure the governance
around cloud deployments to determine the extent to which
risks are proactively managed and risk metrics are defined and
monitored, reducing the chances of "rogue" or non-compliant
implementations, for instance. This should also consider
compliance with regulatory requirements concerning the location
of the cloud services. We increasingly see that functions develop
a Risk and Control Matrix and audit framework for the Cloud that,
on the one hand, helps to bring consistency in the delivery of cloud
audit work across the function, and on the other ensures alignment
to the organization's key risks, applicable regulatory requirements
as well as industry good practice. The framework should leverage
risk and control areas across other I.T. risk domains.
These reviews should focus on: program governance and
migration approach, business case, and benefits realization;
business alignment; plan for technology integration with

49

existing infrastructure and legacy platforms; dependencies, and
deployment impact assessment across technology estate.
To audit specific cloud-deployed instances, internal audit teams
should define an approach to prioritize the critical risk areas
for consideration and assessment as part of the audit. A review
and challenge of cloud outsourcing register completeness will
enable firms to understand their level of concentration risk to an
outsourced provider, including an overview of sub-outsourcing.
Additional areas to consider may include access management
across the firm and outsourcing organization(s); potential reliance
on service auditor reports or vendor external certifications;
integration with legacy systems and impact assessment;
governance and internal controls to identify, manage and report
risks resulting from all third-party arrangements, including when
they leverage embedded capabilities.49

https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/pages/financial-services/articles/hot-topics-it-internal-audit-cloud-governance-and-security.html
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In terms of internal audit and governance of cloud services, leading
CSPs have launched services and tools to automate evidence
collection for internal audit programs and translate the evidence
into a consistent auditor-friendly format while using cryptographic

verification to protect data collected.50 This helps reduce the
manual effort to gather evidence to support annual cloud audits,
reduce the risk of evidence tampering, and ultimately realize the
reduction of audit costs.51

Maintaining a robust compliance posture is a complex and time-consuming activity for self-operated onpremises. Using cloud services can save us time and manual efforts in dealing with statutory audits.
Mr. Muneaki Fukuoka, CTO, WHILL

Bringing it all together
Cloud adoption brings an array of unique benefits for both the
private and public sectors in Japan. To maximize the positive
impact cloud has on businesses, Japanese customers must
be granted access to the broadest range of solutions possible
from various providers and be familiar with the instruments and
knowledge to tailor cloud solutions to their particular business
needs.

50
51

Making the right decisions to avoid common pitfalls related to
cloud implementation, such as vendor lock-in and configuration
issues impacting cloud security, can be daunting and sometimes
requires the help of professionals versed in cloud implementation.
Nonetheless, in most cases, the benefits of switching onto a cloud
environment far outweigh the risks if adequately managed.

https://aws.amazon.com/audit-manager/
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/risk/us-deloitte-aws-audit-manager-whitepaper-clean.pdf
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Chapter 3
Beyond business benefits: The contribution of the Cloud to Japan's society

The direct advantages that the Cloud brings to businesses are
far-reaching and discussed in the past two chapters. However,
CSPs also directly impact the community in which they operate
and provide positive outcomes for society.

Global CSPs have been widely investing in Japan and interacting
with local and central governments alike to foster the growth of the
communities. In this section, we look at the impact CSPs have on
their communities. We also highlight key areas including education,
job creation, decarbonization to discern how CSP investments have
contributed to the betterment of Japanese society.

3.1. Promoting job creation while nurturing the growth of the Japanese digital workforce
Job creation and expanded opportunities
Cloud technologies have become a contributing factor to
job creation across the globe.
In Japan, it is predicted that the Cloud will directly or indirectly
create 146 thousand digital jobs and related non-digital jobs,
spanning cloud service and I.T. system providers, as well as their
vertical industry and end-users.52 Research published by METI
predicts that up to 790 thousand jobs will be generated in the
I.T. industry by 2030,53 where domestic and global data service
providers have constructed and operated new data centers
in prefectures adjacent to significant business megacities, this
has also have generated many employment opportunities for
the local workforce and enhanced access to a broader range of
jobs for local communities.

The digital revolution and technological
disruption can spur long-term benefits but
also cause short-term challenges.
In the long run, the cloud-driven digital
transformation will have a positive and
profound impact on the economic growth
and employment market. The total job
creation will more than compensate for the
possible job losses caused by the increased
productivity during the transition period.
Mr. Tatsuya Kurosaka, Project Associate
Professor, Keio University

52
53

https://www.bcg.com/publications/2019/economic-impact-public-cloud-apac/japan
https://www.meti.go.jp/policy/it_policy/jinzai/gaiyou.pdf
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Number and increase rate of employees in the ICT industry and internet-related services54
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Talent Training & Workforce Skills Building
As the cloud computing market expands, cloud computing
service companies increase the introduction of experts and
training of local talents driving the entire cloud network.
According to a study by Alphabeta in 2020, the demand for
cloud skills in APAC is expected to triple by 2025.55 Across
competencies in the APAC region, Australia, South Korea, and
Singapore have consistently ranked ahead of Japan. CSPs have
been through various programs to upskill the Japanese workforce,

When hiring technical staff, we take into
account whether the applicant has cloudrelated experiences. This has become a key
indicator of the recruitment criteria.
Mr. Masahiko Uetsuhara,
Vice President and General Manager,
Development Department, iQPS

such as reskilling programs,free professional training regarding
architecting, development, operations, and data analysis to fill up
the foreseeable workforce shrinkage and talent shortage. These
programs effectively motivate studying, recognize training efforts,
equip students with the skills to get hired, and aid employers
in finding qualified candidates.56 These initiatives align well
with the notion of "continuous and recurrent education" in
Japanese society.57

Most start-ups rely on the cloud, mastering
cloud technology is conducive to improving
the competitiveness of IT engineers and
increase their job security.
Mr. Ritsu Ichihashi, CTO, Bengo4.com

https://www.soumu.go.jp/johotsusintokei/whitepaper/ja/r03/pdf/01data.pdf
Demand for cloud skills in APAC expected to triple by 2025: advice for workers looking to build skills | AWS Training and Certification Blog (amazon.com)
56
https://aws.amazon.com/training/awsacademy/
57
https://www.meti.go.jp/committee/kenkyukai/mirainokyositu/pdf/002_s01_00.pdf
54
55
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Education Support and Sponsorship for the Next Generation
In the era that ICT has become intertwined in daily life, Japan is
also seeking to boost the younger generation's technological
capabilities and literacy at an early stage through technologyrelated educational programs.
Computer Programming has become a mandatory subject in
elementary schools since April 2020 in Japan. To successfully
implement this initiative, CSPs have been aiding schools to
introduce computer science and computer programming.
Additionally, they have offered comprehensive resources and
hosted multiple innovative events to the young generation
in local communities, providing them opportunities to learn
computer science and cloud concepts, inspiring them to

participate in Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math
(STEAM) education, and encouraging them to "Think Big" with
innovative products58.
Furthermore, CSPs are keen supporters of hackathons and
other similar events to increase I.T. literacy within Japan. For
example, CivicTech Challenge59 is a hackathon held in Japan for
U-22 students to address social issues and produce proofs of
concepts adopted by local governments.60
The investments from CSPs in increasing the next generation's
interest in STEAM subjects will have a long-lasting, positive impact
on the next-gen talent resources, boosting the rate at which Japan
can innovate and adapt to the future challenges and making Japan
a technologically savvy nation.

Mastering the cloud related knowledge can help the younger generations to stand out during job hunting
in the IT field. Nowadays the cloud has become an important IT skill, the new term ‘cloud engineer’ is also
widely understood and appears more frequently on recruitment flatforms.
Mr. Yasuhiro Takeda, Technology Director, TRENDE

Fostering a more diverse, equitable, and inclusive workplace
In line with the United Nations (U.N.) Gender Equality goal in the
"2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development"61 and Japan's vision of
promoting a Gender-Equal Society,62 global CSPs have been actively
responding to the gender-equal initiatives led by the Japan Gender
Equality Bureau of the Cabinet Office and local Governments.63

They are actively launching or sponsoring various activities in
the local market to improve women's participation in the cloud
industry and technology field. For example, AWS provides women
with opportunities to learn cloud service industry through regular
events such as Girls' Tech Day.64

https://thinkbig2021.splashthat.com/
https://ccc2021.code4japan.org/
60
https://prtimes.jp/main/html/rd/p/000000003.000070804.html
61
https://www.unwomen.org/en/digital-library/sdg-report
62
https://www.gender.go.jp/english_contents/about_danjo/index.html
63
https://www.gender.go.jp/c-challenge/kyouryoku/kigyou/073.html
64
https://www.excite.co.jp/news/article/BcnRetail_194764/
58
59
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3.2. Cloud data center to support Japan's 2050 carbonneutrality goals
In October 2020, Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga committed that
Japan will achieve net-zero GHG emissions by 2050. This bold
pledge sets Japan on a course to become Carbon Neutral in 30
years.65 In line with this objective, industry stakeholders, including
data center operators and cloud service consumers, have been
accelerating efforts to reduce their carbon footprint.
The transition from on-premises to Cloud: Reducing energy
use and associated carbon emissions
Research by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the IEA have found
that shifting computing from on-premise infrastructures to the
Cloud can significantly increase energy efficiency. This was also
found by a peer-reviewed study published in numerous academic
publications.66 These efficiencies can be traced to cloud data
centers' higher utilization, better energy management capability,
and more advanced cooling systems that rationalize energy
consumption to a strict minimum. Energy efficiency is particularly
pronounced in hyperscale cloud data centers, where servers are
configured for maximum productivity and operate at a higher
utilization rate.67
Higher energy efficiency means less energy consumption per
workload and less associated carbon emissions. A recent 451
Research study indicates that Japanese customers can reduce
energy consumption and associated carbon emission by 77%
by migrating workloads from on-premise infrastructures to the
Cloud.68 Moreover, an International Data Corp. (IDC) study forecast
that cloud computing could eliminate 1 billion metric tons of
carbon dioxide from 2021 through 2024,69 at pace with increased
workloads moving to the Cloud.

Commitment to achieving 100% renewable energy usage:
A path toward realizing zero carbon footprint
In addition to reducing energy consumption, shifting to cleaner
energy sources is equally important to lowering carbon emissions.
In the Japanese market, the cloud data center industry has
emerged as a leader in the commitment to use renewable energy.
Several leading cloud data center operators have pledged to use
100% renewable energy to power their data center operations
within the next few years.
Their efforts in achieving the ambitious 100% renewable energy
usage goals will positively impact not only the I.T. industry but
also all stakeholders in the ecosystem that use public cloud for
their businesses, becoming a contributing factor in fueling Japan's
carbon-neutral goal.
Bringing it all together
Global CSPs have been a positive force for the Japanese society
and business community and have invested in projects beyond the
development of data centers onshore in Japan.
The overall contribution that global providers are bringing to Japan
spans from enhancing I.T. literacy to helping Japan achieve its
ambitious goals for carbon neutrality. To continue enjoying these
benefits, the Japanese government and regulators should consider
the need for the cloud market to remain open to foreign providers
and continue in its journey to accelerate cloud adoption.

Japan’s Roadmap to “Beyond-Zero” Carbon | METI Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/367/6481/984/tab-pdf
67
https://eta.lbl.gov/sites/all/files/publications/lbnl-1005775_v2.pdf
68
The Carbon Reduction Opportunity of Moving to the Cloud in APAC_Japanese.pdf (awsstatic.com)
69
Cloud Computing Could Eliminate a Billion Metric Tons of CO2 Emission Over the Next Four Years, and Possibly More, According to a New IDC Forecast
65
66
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Conclusion
With the COVID-19 pandemic disrupting usual ways of working
and doing business, boards will be keener than ever to get their
heads around the benefits, advantages, costs, and risks of cloud
transformation. These factors can often be difficult to verbalize
and even harder to measure. With this paper, we aim to provide
a primer that can outline the benefits of the Cloud for Japanese
businesses and society.
Japanese and international CSPs have contributed to developing
a vibrant cloud market in Japan. Decisive government and policies
have also fostered a business-friendly environment for global
CSPs in Japan that has contributed to bringing international best
practices and allowing Japanese businesses to reach overseas
markets with minimal infrastructure entry costs.
As Japan is eager to be seen as a technological hub for the APAC
region with global outreach, the colossal amounts of raw data
generated by innovative businesses will likely increase. Most
individual companies will struggle to keep up with the vast
infrastructure needed to process the sheer torrent of gigabytes
and petabytes coming down the pipeline at them. Processing all
this data requires massive storage, warehousing, and analytic
capabilities. Migrating to the Cloud will become a business
imperative.

Japanese businesses should have access to the broadest range
of solutions possible from a variety of providers and be provided
with the instruments and knowledge to tailor cloud solutions to
their particular business needs and make informed decisions on
the implementation of Cloud on sound due diligence and best
practices basis.
Japan has successfully expanded the use of the Cloud, but to
maintain its status as a recognized destination for the development
of cloud services, Japan should maintain its openness to a wide
range of cloud market segment players while keeping an eye on
data privacy and security topics.
This could allow Japan to become a critical hub for cloud services
within the APAC region, positively impacting the economy and the
wider public.
Japan can grow on the Cloud.
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